
January 19, 2019 AHRMA Board of Trustees Meeting  
 
My name is Gary Gronow and I am a long-term AHRMA member In good standing. I am also a 42-year member of 
the Victoria Motorcycle Club and I'm also on their Executive Committee. It Is my understanding that AHRMA is a 
member owned, nonprofit organization, not a privately run or funded operation. I am very unhappy with how the 
AHRMA Board of Trustees (DOT) is currently being run and I have many questions, as do many other members in 
the region, for which I respectfully demand answers. These are but a few of my questions. Bellew me, there are 
many more, but time Is limited during this member comment session.  
 
1. Why isn't the BOT following AHRMA's by‐laws, e.g. why were Associate members allowed to vote in the last 

two BOT elections when our by‐laws clearly state that only full members can vote? Even though most of the 
BOT voted to allow this, the by‐laws have not been changed to legally allow for such changes In voting. 
Changing the by‐laws requires a vote of 9 of the 12 B0Ts to be legally binding.  

 
The Board does follow the by-laws. After the 2018 election, it was discovered Associate members had been 
allowed to vote for nearly all of AHRMA’s history. Because Associates had a de facto right granted by their 
memberships, which could not be taken away prior to the 2019 vote, the Board voted to allow Associates to 
vote.  Associates will be informed the voting privilege will be deleted on their next renewal.  
 

2. Is it true that a BOT member threatened to sue AHRMA after he was removed from the BOT because he missed 
three consecutive board meetings? The by‐laws dearly state that a BOT member who misses three consecutive 
meetings must resign his or her post. There is no provision in the by‐laws for an exception to this rule. If there 
Is an Agreement Not to Sue and to Indemnify (See AHRMA Handbook, page 114), why did the BOT allow this 
member back on the board?  

 
Just prior to the third meeting the Trustee was in an AHRMA race and was severely injured resulting in 
extended hospitalization.  The BOT member obtained a legal Proxy for the meeting and submitted the proxy 
which was reviewed and accepted by AHRMA counsel. Against the AHRMA counsel recommendations he 
was voted off the board. The threat of suit in these types of actions are not of any monetary value, only 
demands that the rules be followed. Many of us do not understand law and policies, hopefully this clears that 
up.     

 
3. Why hasn't the 201B voting scandal been addressed with the members at large and why weren't the results 

thrown out in favor of a "re‐vote"? There was clearly fraudulent activity and the depths of the fraud would 
have been uncovered if the "audit''' had been done on a larger scale. 

 
The 2018 vote was discussed in depth at all three Board meetings.  A record of those meetings is available on 
the web at ahrma.org.  Contrary to some opinions, there was no fraud.  The audit conducted by Alred 
Jackson, the Board’s CPA for elections, found, by accepted standard audit procedures,  no reason to suspect 
such actions.  No trustee ever called for a re-vote. 

 
4. Why is there a perceived divide between Road Racing and Off‐Road disciplines? This division seems to be 

fueled by the AHRMA Members Only Facebook page. a BOT’s personal Facebook page which uses the AHRIMA 
name? 



This limited (approximately  10% of OR members and 10% of RR members feel this way) divisiveness’ has been 
occurring for a long time primarily west of the Rockies, which precedes Facebook, it has become more of an 
issue by Facebook page use.  It is clearly shown where this is coming from and we are in the process of making 
changes to the Digital and Social Media of AHRMA and by the end of next week will have a member code of 
conduct. 

  
5. Why have members of AHRMA been suspended and threatened with fines or removal from AHRMA simply 

because of their comments on the AHRMA Members Only Facebook page? What were the reasons that the 
Executive Committee, not the entire BOT, make these decisions?  
 

There was a preexisting lack of clarity on how reprimands are to be handled by the Board, we are working on 
putting together a formal procedure for reprimands on member conduct and correcting the problems with the 
system, soon we will release the new member Digital Media conduct policies along with AHRMA Facebook 
Page and members conduct guidelines.  All of this is reviewed by counsel as well. 

 
The following TWO questions all pertain to the AHRMA members only group and are answered together.  

 
6. Why is a BOTs personal Facebook page being used as or perceived to be an official AHRMA social media page? 

AHRMA already has an official Facebook page which seems to be left by the wayside in favor this members 
personal Facebook page.  

7. Why is this personal Facebook page being used to solicit member comments which are used to form AHRMA 
policy, e.g., the pall regarding instituting nation‐wide voting? Why was it so important to rush into this change 
in voting right before the 2018 election?  

 
The AHRMA members only group was started by Kevin Burns, an AHRMA Trustee.  There is 
page called the “AHRMA - Vintage Road Race” (RR) group and it is a public group started by 
another AHRMA member to give road racers a place to interact and allow others interested in 
RR to learn more about what we do.  That group has about 5,000 members with about 300 
AHRMA members participating which made it typical of many fb groups—lots of opinions and 
many not friendly.  Too much noise, not enough substance, and I was frustrated by it.  I wanted a 
space where we did not have to put up with the noise and a space that included all 
disciplines.  There is a comment on the AHRMA web site here that I wrote that offers more of 
my reasoning for doing all this. 
 
AHRMA members only is considered a closed group by fb because each person needs to be 
accepted.  In our case, a current AHRMA membership is required. We have rules of decorum, 
and I am the only administrator. No other Board member—including the EC and the ED— is 
involved.  Here are my rules: 

PLEASE READ THIS IN ITS ENTIRETY. 

A small word of caution to the group, and what I hope is a gentle reminder. Beyond the requirement to be 
an AHRMA member in good standing the rules governing the group are simple and straight forward: 

Keep the discussions cordial. No slamming, no fake news, no profanity—well, not the crude type. If you 
have a question, this is the place to ask it. If you have an answer, provide it. We have the best racing 
organization in the country. Let's keep it that way. 

I know a post may bring an angry response on occasion; we're all human. but please do your best to keep 
the threads focused on making AHRMA better. This is not my group, it is yours. Let's treat everyone with 



due respect. The rules are simple (see the last paragraph). If I feel a warning is warranted I will message 
you my concern. If you continue in the same vein, I will remove you Thanks. 

Also, in regard to AHRMA in general, the group is approved by the Board.  Below is a post 
Kelly Shane wrote in early November when the group was discussing the proposal to move to a 
national election format.  BTW, Debbie Poole had asked in the Board's discussion what the 
members thought of the proposal.  That's what started the thread.  Here's Kelly's comment: 

Kelly Shane 
The "official AHRMA communications channel" is the AHRMA website. News and announcements are 
also made on the AHRMA FB page secondarily. 
Kevin is correct in that the Board approved of this group as a means of members only discussing AHRMA 
related issues.   FYI, this thread was started on Oct. 31. 

 
Answer to part 2 regarding the national vote, we are following the bylaws and correcting a 
mistake that created a situation where a small group of the western OR membership had been 
able to vote for trustees from their region and sport to occupy every seat on the board for the 
West. Some say the decades long erosion of the Western off and on road racing series was a 
result of that. A return to the By Laws allows election balance as was seen in the 2019 election.   
 

8. Why did AHRMA rehire someone as part of the Communications program who they previously fired from the 
same paid position within AHRMA?  

 
The candidate who applied for the job vacated by the previous Communications Director was highly 
qualified.  Additionally, it was essential the position be filled quickly to ensure the membership continued to 
receive the magazine in a timely manner. 

 
9. What would happen if the IRS audited AHR MA7 We are supposed to be a member owned, non‐profit 

organization, but Luke Conner, the BOT Chairman, and an Executive Committee member, aka Luke's Racecraft, 
can sponsor a paid road race at an AHRMA National event, isn't this a conflict of interest? 

 
AHRMA is not a non-profit.  It is a not-for-profit organization.  A simple web search will explain the 
difference.  The rest of the question has no relevance.  Luke’s Racecraft benefits only in the exposure of 
support for our organization in the same way as Speed and Sport benefits in its support of Trials. 
 

10. Why does it appear that the Executive Committee decided who would be appointed to paid positions 
(Membership Director, Communications Director to name two), instead of the Executive Director? Isn't It the 
Executive Director's job to hire or fire paid AHRMA employees? 

 
Why does it appear the sun shrinks in size from sun up to high noon?  Point of View. The Executive Director 
hires and fires paid AHRMA employees.  The EC merely announces the ED’s decisions. 
 
Why wasn't the Membership Director vacancy, a paid position in the organization, advertised and a call for 
qualified applicants issued?  
 
AHRMA had an excellent candidate within the membership who knew the job well.  Going outside the 
organization would have negatively impacted the position during the training process. 

 



11. Is it a conflict of interest that a member of the Communications Department, who appears to work for Luke 
Conner In the capacity of his personal business' web master, is now AHRMA's one of AHRMAs paid 
Communications Director?  

 
In short, No. For those that need clarity please do a web search on the term “conflict of interest”.  
 

12. Why do we now need two Communication Directors, a digital media and a print media director, to perform the 
job when AHRMA previously employed one person? Why are there 'job announcements" In the online 
magazine soliciting help for these two new positions? 

 
Communications duties have been handled by a two-person team twice over the past 12 years.  Tim and 
Kathy Lile, and Matt and Ginger Hilgenberg performed the duties of these two very different media for much 
of that time. Both media have become more sophisticated and complex and require very different skill sets.  
The changes initiated over the short time since Cindy McLean and Alice Sexton were hired should 
demonstrate the quality of the hires. “Job announcements” have been requests for information on our web 
site and article submissions in AHRMA Mag. 

 
13. Who authorized the change in name of Vintage Views to AHRMA Mag? The Communications Department 

didn't ask the members or the board, for that matter, if the magazine needed a name change.  
 
The request for a name change was made by the Communications Dept., specifically the Print Media 
Director, and approved by the ED as per the ED’s duties and responsibilities as described in the by-laws.  All 
changes to our magazine were presented to the membership in the January issue of AHRMA MAG, pg.4.  

 
14. Who authorized Vintage Views/AHRMA Mag to be placed online? Why would anyone pay extra to Join an 

organization with the magazine as one if the advantages when the magazine Is available online for anyone to 
read?  

 
The magazine was placed on-line for the benefit of readers who are interested in AHRMA but might not be 
members. The added exposure also benefits our sponsors. Its web publication is also in line with our duties 
as written in our Articles of Incorporation, Article III, Purpose. Like the Handbook, AHRMA MAG is sent to 
all members in good standing A direct quote from the recent past “ If you would prefer to not receive either 
of these publications—they are both available on-line—contact the Membership Director.” 

 
15. Why didn't all members receive their Vintage Views prior to the 2019 Board of Trustees election? I still haven't 

received my December 2018 issue and had to print a ballot and mail it AHRMA, incurring postage cost to 
express mall my ballot, along with two other ballots from AHRMA members who did not receive their magazine 
either_ My fiancé received her copy and she and I have the same address. This was THE most important issue 
of the year.  

 
That is a question for the USPS. In fact, the December issue of VV was mailed a few days earlier than 
scheduled. 

 



16. What facts support certain board members' complaints that Off Road is a financial drain on AHRMA? What 
exactly does AHRMA spend on National and Regional off‐road events and how does that compare to what 
AHRMA spends on road race events? 

 
That is not a complaint of Trustees.  It has been raised by members reading the financial reports published 
with the Board minutes. All the information is there for public perusal and analysis.  

 
17. Why don't off‐road promoters receive an accurate membership list, instructions on what must occur at sign‐up, 

I.e., physically checking membership cards for expiration dates, why don't they receive a list of all racing 
classes, e.g.. engine displacement classes, age classes, premier classes, classic classes and a clear description of 
what qualifies as a premier or classic bike? 

 
We are working on the technical aspects of the first part of your question. The balance is a duty of the OR 
directors. We will direct your complaint to them.   
 

18. Why is Series Tracker still such a problem to log into and navigate? 
 
This is a question best addressed by Series Tracker,  Online@Seriestracker.com , or call us at:  231-
780-4604. 
 

19. Why do so many day‐to‐day questions get referred to the Executive Committee rather than the entire Board? 
Doesn't the Executive Committee only need to make decisions when something is so urgent that it cannot wait 
for a full SOT discussion or vote? 

 
Per the by-laws, the EC, in conjunction with the ED, handles the day-to-day operations of the Board.  
However, if you feel the entire Board should be addressing your question, you may always send it to the 
entire Board via email.  

 
20. Why doesn't the Executive Director return many member emails or phone calls? Several of us have called and 

emailed with questions or concerns but have not received a response from him. 
 
The ED is responsible for all of AHRMAs daily business activities, he is quite busy.  We are working on a 
modification on the website and the AHRMA Facebook page to have members get answers and make 
suggestions and route them to the appropriate person.  
 

 
21. Why does the Executive Director seem to refer simple day‐to‐day questions to the Executive Committee, e.g., 

my fiancé requests for duty statements and salary and benefits information for paid AHRMA employees. The 
Executive committee denied her request without explanation? As a member owned, nonprofit organization, 
shouldn't this Information be available to the members whose dues help fund these positions? 

 
Anything considered public information is published. We meet the standards as established in the By Laws 
and as a matter of law.  
 

 



22. Why does AHRMA historically lose large sums of money for the Road Race Awards dinner? For example, it is my 
understanding that, at one such dinner, members only paid half of the actual price of the dinner, requiring 
funds from AHRMA's budget to pay the remainder of the bill?  

 
AHRMA does not make money or break even on the awards ceremony.  Workers and Volunteers are allowed 
to participate at the dinner.  This is a decision that has been made for years.  We are making some changes 
recently where Luke’s Racecraft and Leblanc Racing are cooking for the ceremony where in the past most 
venues required that they cater the dinners.  Hopefully, this will save money by using sponsors to offset 
costs.  

 
23. Why does it appear the certain BOT members are trying to turn AHRMA into a road race organization? When 

addressing members in printed or social media, the bias to road racers Is clear in such simple terms as 
"attention in the paddock' when off‐road would say "attention in the pits". It also seems that the website and 
magazine feature road racing more prominently than off road events. 

 
We have five disciplines, all equally represented. Our media directors are always looking for more 
information, articles, and stories from members, but they have to receive them first. We see no bias.  

 
In closing, good people are volunteering their time to support AHRMA and certain board members seem to think 
that AHRMA Is a business whose purpose is to make money and that off-road disciplines are a burden to the 
organization. Members are leaving AHRMA because of the infighting between the BOT and the obvious movement 
by certain board members to get rid of off-road or forcing off-road to add newer and newer classes just to 'fill up the 
grid"!  
 
            We greatly appreciate all who volunteer, without them AHRMA would not be able to function 
             
            We are not aware of any “ in fighting “. The board works together as a group for all of AHRMA.  
 

The BOT has a fiduciary duty to operate the organization with the membership in mind.  The organization 
has to exist well into the future for all disciplines and all the board members are there to support ALL of 
AHRMA     

 
 
I joined AHRMA because of the era of bikes it originally represented. I am not interested in competing against bikes 
from the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s. There are venues for these bikes that are better suited to newer bikes. AHRMA is, 
and should remain, a member owned. nonprofit organization which was developed to showcase motorcycles from a 
specific era, for all motorcycle disciplines. While I am not a “we have always done it this way" kind of person, 
change simply to “fill up the grid" and make money for the AHRMA bottom line should not be the new normal. This 
organization belongs to the members of ALL race disciplines, not just a small group of people who think that they 
know what's best for the organization. Thank you for your time.  

 
AHRMA was and is a Vintage focused organization. Sadly, that outside of a few venues, there are simply not 
enough entries to interest a promoter who is faced with runaway insurance and overhead. Membership is 
dropping as folks age and no longer compete and older bikes become more expensive to maintain. At many 
events the largest class is the +60 Intermediates. With the addition of the newer classes we are attracting 
younger riders who want to ride their version of vintage bikes at tamed down tracks, in a structured 



environment. If we untether Vintage from PV, we can hold Vintage only events which allows for MX, XC, 
and trials on the same weekend. We believe that this new program allows growth for Vintage as well as 
attract new members. If you ride Next Gen and want to ride a complete weekend you will buy a PV bike, if 
you own a PV bike and want the entire AHRMA experience, you will buy a Vintage bike. This question has 
been addressed in greater detail in Vintage Views and at townhall type meetings. Interestingly no alternative 
plan to this program has ever been submitted previously and it was the board’s position that we could not 
simply sit back and watch this program continue in decline.  

 
Gary Gronow  
garygronow@hotmail.com  
250-360-6390 


